
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He ___________________ a grandson of his own name.1. (like)

______________________ better by forcing on her husband the
knowledge of his own identity, and risking the shock to her daughter of
hearing the story of her outsider father's sin against her mother?

2.

(she/do/?)

If the hearing had been a secret one they __________________________
to it.
3.

(not/listen)

They __________________ good oak furniture.4. (make)

It __________________ the work of a week at least.5. (be)

Even if I had done it, it _____________________ because I loved you any
the less.
6.

(not/be)

Everything arranged itself as Smith _________________ it.7. (have)

She _____________________ refinement of manners from them.8. (learn)

Had he not been very much in love with her, surely he
________________________ to her like that.
9.

(not/talk)

He said he ________________________ so but he knew that I was all
right.
10.

(not/speak)

It was a very light case, or ______________________________ it so
soon?
11.

(how/you/get over/?)

Certainly he _________________________ at violence if violence would
serve his end.
12.

(not/stop)

_____________________ moral parricide for a son of the great divine to
have repudiated the doctrine which degraded his blameless infancy to the
condition and below the condition of the reptile?

13.

(it/be/?)

____________________________ such a reproach?14. (Photius/spare/?)
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He ______________________ such a thing without the strongest motive.15.
(not/ask)

So fearful was he that she would shut him out of her life that had she
asked for half his kingdom he ____________________ with it.
16.

(part)

That man _______________________ to keep her!17. (not/dare)

____________________ to buy more hose?18. (he/have/?)

It __________________ easy to have spoken smooth, easy to lie to you;
can you not think how I was tempted to the same?
19.

(be)

I _________________ him if I had been the judge.20. (hang)
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